Painted Churches of Texas
Starting point 10am
Paige TX Corner of
Hwy290 / FM 2104

Start at Oak Hill Y at 0845 (People from the South)

Dubina: 5.8 mi –11 min
Depart 1200

Paige TX. At 0945 (52 Mi)
Depart Paige at 1000 Official starting point

St Mary Hill Church : 12 mi –20 min
Depart 1235

Serbin: 11 Mi – 15 min
Depart St Paul Lutheran Ch 1035

Praha: 12.0 mi –16 min
Depart 1305

Ammansville: St John Baptist Church 31 mi – 45 min
Depart 1135

306 S Ave F, Shiner, TX: 25 mi –30 min
Depart 1350
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Painted Churches Tour
Giddings / Schulenburg / Shiner Areas

1st St Paul Lutheran Church – Serbin TX.

2nd St. John the Baptist Catholic Church
Ammansville TX

3rd Saints Cyril Methodist Church Dubina Tx

4th Nativity of Mary Catholic Church
High Hill TX

5th St. Mary's Church of the Assumption
Praha, Texas

6th Cyril and Methodist Shiner, Texas
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From Page take FM 2104 south

St Paul Lutheran Church.
11.5 miles from Paige

FM 2239

Location C (Arrive 1020 – Depart 1035)
Serbin: St. Paul's Lutheran Church
County: Lee - City: Serbin
Date Built: 1870 - Date Painted: 1906 (D&S) 1936
Artist: The community painted the interior
By Alan Oakes, C.S.P.
In September of 1854, Pastor Johann Kilian and more
than 500 Wendish immigrants left Hamburg, Germany to
sail for Texas. Seventy- three members of the party died
on the voyage. The community of the Wends sought out
the religious freedom offered in Texas as well as cheap,
plentiful land. The Wends have their own culture and
language. The church they built in 1870 reflects their
culture and heritage.
When first walking into Saint Paul’s, you might remark,
“Wow! This church is a double-decker!” Saint Paul’s
boasts the tallest pulpit in Texas. And it is placed in the
upper level of the church.
Christians have used two levels for seating the
congregation for centuries. In fact, one of the oldest
churches in Rome has what was once called a
“matrimonium” still intact. The custom was to seat mothers and children up in this balcony-like seating, while the
men sat below. Saint Paul’s worked just the opposite. Men sat up in the balcony and women and children sat
below.
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Young people today might think it is strange that men and women sat apart, but it has been a custom since at
least the 300 A.D. in Christian traditions. If you will recall, until recently, churches in Europe and the Americas
were built to face East. Women sat on the north side of the church, where historically enemies of the Roman
Empire came, while men sat on the south side of the church. Pulpits are many times placed on the north side of
the church so that the Word may triumph over evil.
Old-timers who worshipped in the Catholic Painted Churches as well as the Lutheran Saint Paul’s remember
men and women sitting apart until about the time of World War II. Today in all of the painted churches, there are
no special rules for where men and women sit.
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Take 2239 through town
FM 448 South.
CO 214 south
to Warda
One Lane Bridge with Treads
US 77 south

Just after passing
FM 3171
East (Left) on FM 1383
Ammansville
St John Baptist Church
31.2 miles from St Paul
Church in Serbin.
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Location D (Arrive 1120 – Depart 1135)

Ammansville: St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church
7745 Mensik Rd. City: Ammansville

Date Built: 1918 Date Painted:1919
Architect: John Bujnoch
Artist: Fred Donecker and Sons
By Alan Oakes, C.S.P.
Some people say the interior of the Ammansville painted
church is the color of cotton candy. Others say it is the color
of Pepto-Bismol. Any way you look at it, the church is a pale,
rosy pink. Legend has it that an unknown itinerant artist
painted the walls of Saint John. Upon completion of the work,
he vanished, never to be seen again. Scholarly research has
unraveled the mystery, but let me tell you a little about the
church first.
The present Saint John's is the third church to be built on the
property. The first church was destroyed by a hurricane in
1909. A second church was built by High Hill architect, Leo
Dielmann. The rare photographs of the inside of the church
show an interior as ornate at the High Hill church right down
to the marbleized columns. There are architectural plans of
the second church on file at the Dielmann archives in San
Antonio. They reveal an exterior that is highly Victorian -- delicate with fanciful details, almost decadent in
its embellishments.
The second church burned to the ground eight years after the first one was destroyed by a hurricane. Betty
Jasek, at over 100 years, is the oldest member of the Ammansville community. She recalled in a phone
interview working in the fields and seeing the black smoke come up from the direction of the church.
Everyone dropped their farm equipment and raced to the church. Folks were able to save some of the
statues, but the rest of the building was lost to the fire, which was so hot even the church bells melted.
With two churches destroyed in such a short time, one would think the community of Ammansville would
have given up -- maybe resigned themselves to worshipping with other nearby communities. Yet, they
began the process of planning and rebuilding almost immediately after the fire. They built the present
structure on the concrete footprint of the second church. The third church, completed in 1919, was simpler.
Gone were all of the exterior embellishments of its predecessor. In the interior, they even did away with the
support columns -- the space is open and airy. And the community hired a decorative painter to give the
interior a little pizzazz.
The Mystery Is Solved
In the 1970s and '80s, interior design professor and
decorative painting scholar Buie Harwood studied the
painting techniques and styles of artists who painted
churches in the area. She compared the art in some of
the churches where the artists were known and
determined that noted decorative painter, Fred
Donecker, was the artist whose work can be seen on the
walls of Ammansville. So little of Donecker is known.
Later, when the church needed some retouching, local
artist, Gene A, Mikulik, was hired. Before his death, Mr.
Mikulik, along with his wife, Josie, worked on maintaining
many of the area's painted churches. Josie told me that
the two statues of angels that hold holy water at the
entrance of Ammansville were found discarded and in
bad repair in the attic of the old rectory. Mr. Mikulik
painstakingly restored them. Now they proudly stand
welcoming visitors from around the world.
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Continue down FM 1383 to

Dubina
Right on Piano Bridge Rd
5.8 Miles from Ammansville Church.

Location E (Arrive 1145 – Depart 1200)

Dubina: Giant Oaks from Acorns Grow
Saints Cyril and Methodist Church

FM 1383, Dubina Texas
By Alan Oakes, C.S.P.
The year was 1856 when a small group of families
from the Northeastern part of Moravia made the long
and difficult trip to Texas. After a brief stay in Cat
Spring and after some of the families were
discouraged by the rough terrain of Texas headed to
Iowa -- the remaining group pushed onward to
Fayette County.

Of all the painted churches in the film, Saints Cyril and Methodist Catholic Church in Dubina must
be recognized as the grandest lady of them all.
Judge August Haidusek, who was twelve years old when he made the journey, recalled later in life
when they arrived at the spot they called Dubina. (In Czech the word dub means oak grove)
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"It was afternoon at the end of the month of November, a brisk northerner was blowing. It was
raining and sleeting when we arrived by wagon at a spot studded with oaks," Judge Haidusek
said.
"Here, soaked with the rain, we were left at the mercy of the weather; the only protection was
the branches of the spreading oaks... The good women wept for fear of freezing to death. The
men took the situation in hand the best they could by building a huge fire. After supper, which
was served later, a long night vigil followed. No one slept because of the cold and rain."
These early Czech settlers were a strong lot with a deep faith in God. They constructed their first
church after the Civil War in 1877. They topped the church with an iron cross made by freed slave
and blacksmith, Tom Lee.
The first church was destroyed, like many of the other churches in the area, by a hurricane in July
1909. The community raised $5,571.90 to build a new church. The community hired the nowprosperous architect, Leo Dielmann, to draw up plans. The church's steeple was again topped
with the same iron cross, fashioned by Mr. Lee, which was salvaged from the debris of the
previous church.
No records survive as to who painted the interior of Saints Cyril and Methodist. Vines, oak leaves
and angels adorn the sky blue ceiling and walls. But the painting was whitewashed over in the
1950's.
In the 1980s another area judge, Ed Janeckas along with Butch Koenig, led the community in
restoring the church. Judge Janecka recalled as an altar boy seeing the faint traces of the earlier
designs when the sunlight hit the walls of the church.
They uncovered the old designs. Some of the original stencils were found as well. Where they
were a little unsure, the community took some artistic liberties. Said Judge Janecka, "I took
artistic license when I painted the last angel to the left of the choir loft, so she's even more
colorful."
Today Saints Cyril and Methodist Church with its bright painting inside and out, stands strong and
proud against the Texas sky. It is a reminder of the early settlers' faith in God and their will to
survive.
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After Dubina proceed
down FM 1383

Turn West (Right) on
US 90
After passing through
Schulenburg go North
(Right) on FM 2672 to
High Hill
12 miles from Dubina

Location F (Arrive 1220 – Depart 1235)
Nativity of Mary, Blessed Virgin
Catholic Church

2833 FM 2672 Schulenburg, Texas 78956-5603
By Alan Oakes, C.S.P
Nativity of Mary, Blessed Virgin Catholic Church is
one of the first churches built by noted Texas
architect, Leo M.J. Dielmann. It was built in 1906.
Dielmann was the son of a contractor who already
had a history of serving the Catholic Church of Texas
in various building projects.
Fresh from his architecture studies in Germany, the
young Dielmann designed a classic gothic revival
structure for the small German settlement of High Hill.
In the late 1800s and into the 1900s, the Catholic hierarchy attempted to influence communities
in Texas to build in the more practical "Spanish" or "Mission" style of architecture. This style was
championed because it suited the hot climate more effectively than gothic structures. Yet, this
Mediterranean style was rejected by German and Czech immigrant groups who came to Texas
during this period.
Church leadership wanted communities to build their churches of brick or stone. Too many early
wood churches were destroyed by fire or storms. Our research indicates that the church
leadership sometimes refused to bless wood churches upon their completion.
This makes the handsome red brick exterior of the Nativity of Mary, Blessed Virgin that much
more important. While the interior is made of wood, it is protected by a brick exterior resistant to
fire and storms. From an aesthetic standpoint, the exterior of High Hill shows Dielmann's early
mastery of gothic proportions and rhythms.
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About the same time Dielmann's High Hill church was being erected, he took to working on
another important commission. He was hired to design a church for the Catholic community in the
frontier town of Fredericksburg in the Texas Hill Country.
I encourage you to compare the two structures. In the High Hill church, Dielmann relied on
decorative painting to create the illusion of gothic groin vaults and joints. In Saint Mary's of
Fredericksburg, which was a wealthier community, Dielmann was able to create the actual vaults
using wood and plaster. The decorative painting in Fredericksburg becomes more of an
ornamental embellishment, rather than a feature needed to accomplish a piece of the
architectural style.
The interior painting of High Hill.
The decorative painting of High Hill was executed by Ferdinand Stockert and Hermann Kern in
1912. They also painted the walls and ceiling of Saint Joseph's Catholic Church in San Antonio.
Old timers in the parish remember their parents saying that Stockert and Kern first painted their
images on canvas and then glued them to the wood walls. Today from the choir loft you can see
the bubbles and now hardened canvas close up. When some first set eyes on High Hill, they say
that it looks like wall paper -- and actually, in many places that is what it is.
The books Dielmann studied in the early 1900s, championed the revival of gothic over the
baroque or rococo styles of Catholic church design. Whereas baroque and rococo churches have
large windows that allow for a great infusion of natural light, the gothic ideal, even with walls
sheathed in stained glass, calls for darkness and shadow. As spires reach up into the ceiling, the
light dims. Images in the glass or carved into the walls seem more mysterious or transcendent in
the dim light.
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Proceed back south on FM 2672 To US 90 (West). South (Left) on FM 1295 to Church in Parha
24.8 Miles from High Hill
Location G (Arrive 1250 – Depart 1305)

Praha - St. Mary's Church of the
Assumption
821 FM 1295
Flatonia, Texas 78941-5016
By Alan Oakes, C.S.P.

St. Mary's was built in 1895, making it one of the
oldest of the painted churches. It is a large, sturdy
church. I imagine what a sacrifice it must have been
for the early Czech settlers to build such a large
edifice.
Local history says that a keg of beer was offered to the man who dared top the church steeple
with a cross. At over 130 feet, climbing to the top was no doubt a harrowing feat. Evidently a
man who put crosses on steeples for a living took the community up on their offer. After he
bravely affixed the cross to the top of the steeple the man proceeded to do a handstand on top of
the cross. Makes me wonder if he might have been sipping some of the winnings before the
climb.
The front façade of St. Mary's is of stone. There is a bust of a crucified Christ in a niche above the
main entrance. The bust is painted in realistic colors. It foreshadows the bright painting and
exuberant decorating that awaits inside.
Ben Popelka has been lovingly tending to the church for some years now. Before one can even
admire the wonderful painting on the ceiling, one must appreciate the polished floors and shiny
pews of the interior.
But the eyes do wander. First to the magnificent hand-carved altars of the sanctuary painted
white and gilded in gold. Then to the ceiling itself. There are several artists' work on display here.
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Swiss-born artist Gottfried Flury from Moulton, Texas painted much of the interior. Flury, like
many of the artists of the time, mixed his own paints and used "secret recipes" and "unique
techniques" for his work. His lush foliage in bright turquoise, emerald greens and blues turned the
ceiling of Praha into an earthly paradise. I remember that "Gottfried" means "friend of God."
Certainly one who could decorate a church as beautifully as Mr. Flury was indeed God's friend.
The interior was later embellished by Father Netardus, a much-beloved priest who was made
pastor of Praha in 1901. A 1919 article on Father Netardus in the Southern Messenger says,
"Father Netardus has won wide fame as a preacher, especially in the Bohemian tongue…He has
likewise cultivated with success the arts of music and painting."
I am thrilled to report that we have uncovered a photograph of Father Netardus, paint brush in
hand, next to a life-sized painting he did of Saints Cyril and Methodius for the Praha church. The
photo is incredibly rare. It is the only image we have been able to discover of any of the original
painters of the churches posed next to their work.
One cannot help but admire the work of a more recent local artist, Gene A. Mikulik. Mr. Mikulik
passed away in 1997. He worked for more than 30 years tending to a great number of churches
around Praha, including Saint Mary's. Mikulik and his wife, Josie were house painters by trade. As
a little boy, Mikulik remembered an artist coming in to touch up the statues of the Praha church.
He was so excited watching the man tend to his craft that he was hooked. Later it was Mikulik
himself who would restore much of the statuary in Praha, and add gold-leafing and new paint to
the altars. Mikulik also created a striking image of the Virgin Mary called "Our Lady of Victory."
The painting, which proudly hangs on the wall of the church, is of the Blessed Virgin, full of grace,
hovering over the soldiers from the parish who lost their lives in World War II.
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Proceed south on 1295 to FM 340 Right to Hwy 95
South on 95 to US 90 in Shiner. Turn Left on US 90 through town to Chruch on Right.
12 Miles from Praha
After viewing the church return up Hwy 90 to Werner Steak House (Point I) for a lunch
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Location H (Arrive 1335 – Depart 1350)
SS. Cyril and Methodist
306 South Ave. F, Shiner, Texas 77984
Architect: James Wahrenberger
Artist: Edmond Fatjo (Trained at the Royal Art
Academy in Berlin)
Builder: Vincent Flabo
Mass Times: Weekends: Saturday: 5 p.m.
Sunday: 6:30, 8, 10 a.m.
Weekdays: Monday thru Friday: 6:30 a.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m.
Holy Day & Vigil: 6:15, 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.

A red brick rectangular building with cut stone buttresses and buff and gray brick designs. The
square tower supports an octagonal spire.
In 1890 two acres of land were bought for construction of a church. The first wood frame church
was completed the following year and was damaged in a tornado in1892. By the early twenties,
the congregation had long outgrown the original church and the present church was built near the
first. In 1945 the building underwent a restoration and it is believed the interior was painted
shortly thereafter. The artist, Edmond Fatjo was trained in Berlin and specialized in painting
church interiors.
The interior has a vaulted ceiling with pressed metal over the nave. Painted Greek crosses, gold
fleur de-lis, and other stencils were used throughout the building. Over the entrance of the apse,
a painting of angels resting on clouds surrounds a cloud-supported ciborium (receptacle for the
Catholic Sacraments)
Beneath the painting, the Latin inscription Ecce Panis Angelorum appears - or "behold the bread
of angels." Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane is another focal point. Another mural of angels
playing musical instruments is located in the choir loft at the rear of the building
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People attending the Polar Bear Ride Jan 1, 2011.
Number of
Members

Last

First

Number of
Members

Last

First

2

Andrews

Tom & Pha

2

Heene

Mark & Lynn

2

Bowers

Harry & Polly

2

Jackson

Hubert & Linda

2

Burnett

Ken & Teri

1

Morrison

Stephen

3

Carr

Jerry & Gail &
Jennifer

2

Osborn

John & Wanda

2

Conniff

John & Cathy

2

Reese

Randy & Kathy

2

Fazzino

JC & Mildred

2

Sprague

Tom & Dawn

2

Garcia

Enrique & Yolanda

2

Thomas

Gene & Gayle

1

Getz

Dave

1

Thomas

Steven

3

Hancock

Al & Claire Nybro

4

Tidwell

Jim & Johnnie

1

Rodriguez

Juan
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